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      Klinikk Le Van Logo

The Klinikk Le Vans logo has gone through a signifigant change in 
design and as such, certain guidelines have been included on how 
best reflect the meaning and presentation within its marketing. 
The logo is a interperative line drawing of a figure in the lLotus 
position, surrounded by an aura or halo, stylized to look like 
common acupuncture needles. Because representations of 
needles in marketing can be contrued negatively, the deisgn has 
attempted to veil their presence and serve only as a clever hidden 
representation for the careful observer as oppsed to a literal 
representation of the tools of the trade.
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Klinikk Levan Logo in play with colour
                 and background

Charcoal Empire was the colour scheme both the designer and client came 
up with that best represents the facets of the company. It is modern and 
clean. Primarily though the extremes of this scheme are used, ie: black and 
white, but varying tones can be found in the company’s business cards, thus
interplay with midtones is allowed.
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RGB: 25 25 28                RGB: 36 38 37             RGB: 64 63 59            RGB: 167 176 173        RGB: 244 255 247 
CMYK :73 67 65 79        CMYK: 72 64 65 70     CMYK: 66 60 63 49    CMYK: 36 24 29 0        CMYK: 3 0 4 0
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      Examples of colour and background
                                 interplay

         Black on white scheme          White on black scheme

 Multitonal on bias

Text and background 
interplay can be used 
according to the use 
and capabalities of your 
local printer i.e: some 
printers cannot print 
white on black/grey

Introductory marketing 
should always include the 
main symbol and letter-
ing ‘Klinikk Le Van’ to in-
sure consumer clarity and 
brand recognition. 

The Klinikk Le Van logo can be manipulated (for example set on a bias or embossed) so long as 
the original proportions and colourshemes are adhered to.



When and when not to use 
          sub script/subfix

To be used as a stand alone 
representation of Klinikk LeVan in 
circumstances where the customer is 
already aware of the services Klinikk 
Le Van renders ; placards in the clinic, 
art in the clinic and on things that hold 
limited importance to the client but has 
high visibility

Primary logo that includes name. This 
Logo should be used on the majority 
of the in -clinic marketing. Primary uses 
are: main sign, t-shirts, all in house 
promotion, stickers,  and other in house 
paraphenalia and website/ mobile.
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        When and when not to use 
               sub script continued

Logo with name and address. This can 
be used for all outbound 
correspondences and marketing. 
Letterheads, evelope headers, 
information page on website and 
anywhere the address would be 
required as a convinience for the 
consumer.

Logo with name, address and 
description of services. This can be used 
as a stand alone advertisement in
 newspapers, web banners and posters.
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             Typography
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Name and address font:

RAWENGULSANS: RawengulSans is a free for commercial use font by Gluk.
RawengulSans is a clean, contemporary font that contrasts the logo of Klinikk LeVan but 
also reflects the identity of the brand. It is a sans serif font and primarily is used in all caps. This 
clean, linear topographical approach was made as opposed to a transistional, script or Old 
Style font because in changes in width in both line and curve served to contrast poorly and 
wrestle the attention of the viewer instead of satiate its hunger.

Existence-Light: Existence-light is a free for commercial use font by Yeah Noah. 
It too is both clean and contemporary and does not fight with the logo for the viewers 
attention. Existence light is primarily used for peripheral marketing, like paragraphing for 
brochures and the central font for the company’s future website. It is a lighter touch than 
RawengulSans and reads easier in monochromatic marketing.
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                Conclusion

1. The Klinikk Le Vans logo is representative of the traits and qualities of Klinikk Le Van, namely 
clean, contemporary, yet spirtual and welcoming. All of Klinikk Le Vans marketing should be 
reflective of this.

2. The Klinikk Le Van logo can be printed and used monochromatically interchangably or 
within the monochromatic scale mentioned within. No other colour schemes can be used out-
side of special permission from both the designer and owner of Klinikk Le Van.

3.Background colour schemes can be printed and used monochromatically interchangably 
or within the monochromatic scale mentioned within. No other colourschemes can be usesd 
outside of special permission from both the designer and owner of Klinikk Le Van.

4. The logos subtext must meet the specifications outlined on page 04 and 05 of this brand 
manual.

5. Only the presented and approved font and typography mentioned in this brand manual 
may be used henceforth for subtext.

6. The Klinikk Le Van logo can be manipulated (for example set on a bias or embossed) so long 
as the original proportions and colourshemes are adhered to.


